
 

 

 

 

PARIS WINE WALKS – TAKE A WALK ON THE VINE SIDE 

 

Paris still offers secrets that few ever see. Who would imagine that right in the middle of the 

oldest and most historic neighbourhoods of the city, there are vineyards? Who knows that 

Paris was the greatest wine producer of the middle ages and exported its wines throughout 

Europe?  

 

Paris Wine Walks has been offering intimate tours of Paris’ secret vineyards for the past year, 

though its founder, Geoffrey Finch, has been operating wine & gastronomic tours throughout 

France for many years. His passion for vineyards almost exceeds his love of wine. But the 

walks themselves, through the Marais, the Latin Quarter, Saint-Germain-des-Prés and 

Montmartre, include wine tastings that are unparalleled.  

 

There is an almost mystical link between the living vines of today and those of the past. As 

you walk over this historic ground, the medieval landscape comes to life as you are invited to 

imagine another time. 

 

From the vineyards of the Hotel Royal St-Pol, through the King’s botanical garden, the 

Abbey Saint Victor and the Halle aux Vins to the Roman Arena, the Clos Bruneau, the Clos 

de Laas and the village that was once Saint-Germain-des-Prés, the tours develop a 

comprehensive overview of medieval Paris. 

 

What is original about these walks, is that they open your eyes to a different way of seeing 

places you may have thought you already knew. The vine has played a celebrated role in the 

history of the city and its presence still provokes curiosity and surprise.  

 

Each walk has a choice of three options – tasting only, tasting and lunch, or tasting and 

aperitif. The wine tastings feature wines with the same grape varietals found in the vineyard 

and are always natural, organic or biodynamic. The same goes for the bistro lunches and 

winebar aperitifs.  

 

The tours are limited to a maximum of 8 participants (except for Montmartre) and though 

informal and intimate, are also highly informative. Visit the website (paris-wine-walks.com) 

or contact pariswinewalks@gmail.com for more information.  

 

 

NEW! Paris Wine Walks… by bike! Discover our 3-Vineyard Tour and visit the three most 

historic neighbourhoods of Paris - the Marais, Jardin des Plantes (Latin Quarter) and Saint-

Germain-des-Prés in one comprehensive tour.  
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